
English Department                                                  AP 12 Literature and Composition 

I.  Philosophy/Overview: 

The primary goal of the senior Advanced Placement English course is to develop students’ 
abilities as readers and writers.  AP English is both demanding and intellectually stimulating.  It 
requires a best effort consistently, and an emphasis on developing independence of thought and 
mature habits of critical thinking.  Classroom discussion and active participation are vital means 
of testing and articulating ideas.  Written assignments and literary research are important and 
frequent features of this course.    

II. Knowledge and Skill Objectives: 

In this course students should 

1. Increase their sensitivity to the written word by becoming aware of the ways in which 
literary style influences, supports and carries meaning.  

2. Learn to express with force, clarity and sophistication their reactions to literature and to 
life experiences in both oral and written form.   

3. Respond to and participate in a dialogue of artistic and intellectual inquiry.  This dialogue 
may engage disciplines outside of English.  

III. Units of Study:  

1. Analytical Essays – Formal essays with a student-generated thesis.  
2. Exploratory Essays – Informal essays that promote thinking. These may be part of a Web 

blog.  
3. Timed-Writing – An in-class response to a prompt, used as a springboard for discussion.  
4. Research Paper – A longer paper requiring extensive research and use of the MLA 

format.  
5. Literature Circles – Independent reading discussion groups.  
6. Key Passages – Allow for close examination of stylistic elements and their function. 
7. Creative Projects – Dramatic presentation, creative writing, artwork, music, etc.  
8. Peer Response and Revision – Students assist one another in “seeing” and revising their 

papers.  
9. Shared Inquiry – an exploratory discussion based on the Great Books approach. 
10. Vocabulary Log – Students will keep a log of new or unfamiliar vocabulary and will 

attempt to use these words in their writing. 
11. Writing Portfolio- demonstrates a range of assignments and a student’s growth. 

 
  



IV. Resources: 
 

 Heart of Darkness* 
Shakespearean tragedy* 
Portrait of an Artist 
Dubliners 

       All the Pretty Horses 
Jane Eyre 

    The Sun Also Rises 
Duchess of Malfi 
Notes from the Underground  

 
* All classes 

 
 

 

 


